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Abstract 
Purpose – This study aims at describing the implicit values in the 

folklore named Topeng Tegal. Such values certainly can be considered as 

life learning.The values born from a literary work especially folklore 

contain an education so that the author wants to describe the educational 

value of the Topeng Endel character that can be used as a life guide in 

the social and cultural domain implied in the Topeng Tegal folklore. 
Methodology – This research is presented in a descriptive form in the 

qualitative research domain which analyzes the value of social and 

cultural education in Topeng Endel character in the folklore of Topeng 

Tegal. Data sources of the research were taken from interviews, local 

government documents and oral stories grown in the community. The 

collected data was then analyzed using content analysis techniques that 

were validated using data triangulation, theories, methods and 

researchers. 
Findings – The findings in this study are revealing the implied message 

in the form of social and cultural education values inherent in the lives of 

the Topeng Endel character in the Topeng Tegal folklore. This can be 

proven by the mindset and behavior in the life of Topeng Endel character 

in the story and the recognition of the surrounding community. 
Significance – This study results new knowledge about the existence of 

educational values that have been applied since the days of our ancestors 

through traditions inherited in Tegal society. One of them is through the 

folklore of Topeng Tegal, especially in the Topeng Endel character as a 

Tegal female character believed to be able to provide a life guide for 

future generations. The guidance emerged from the existence of social 

and cultural education values interpreted from the lives of Topeng Endel 

character. The social and cultural education values that emerged and 

survived for ages should be followed to advance our life in the form of 

mindset and behavior. It is expected to be useful for all community 

member including students, teachers, other researchers and readers as 

reflection of what is good from this finding. 
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1. Introduction 

Education values are schools or doctrines that lead people 

to the greater good for life. Value is considered as 

something useful, beautiful and appropriate good thing, 

as well as a desire object to have quality and value is also 

defined as something that describes standard valuation for 

someone (Sukmana, 2018:19). Education values related 

to the existence in human life leads to the personality 

formation of human as individual, social, and cultural 
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being. Inseparably from the teachings of life, variousways 

can be done in education domain to see the wider world 

and to provide a perspective of life starting from what is 

obtained in life and what might be done in life (Postman, 

2011:10). It is absolutely internalized and permeated by 

each individual to direct the good thoughts and behavior 

everyday. 

Value is not only obtained from a person's opinion or 

experience, but value also emerged from various things 

that exist in life as a guide through education. These 

values are transformed into the education domain to take 

the future generations for greater good. The purposes of 

education values are: (1) identifying the value of 

individuals both selves and others; (2) communicating 

everything openly and honestly; and (3) promoting the 

rational thinking and emotional awareness ability 

(Kohlberg, 1977:11). Educational value has its own 

domain to accumulate boundaries that should be obeyed. 

This research only explains a few of many well-known 

educational values.This value is in the form of social and 

cultural education values. Social education values 

measure the regularity of understanding of good and bad 

and the value of cultural education reflected in the social 

behavior of the characters in the story. 

In a literary work in the form of a story, most are the 

products of the concept of thinking and behaving in 

society. The educational value implied in a literary work 

can develop human personality with various dimensions 

in life. Traditions inherited from generation to generation 

in community will certainly greatly influence the pattern 

of education in thinking and behaving. Traditional 

knowledge has a profoundly local quality. The social 

structures can create, use, preserve and pass down 

traditional knowledge between generations(Von 

Lewinski, 2008:60).In the case of folklore which is an 

oral tradition in society, it is believed to have an 

important message for human life because folklore is 

used as a medium for expressing behavior about the 

values inherent in people's lives. The study of folklore 

has become an important aspect in education. Many 

things have been taught from the stories of great kings, 

queens, princes, and princesses that were passed down for 

generations and will continue to be told to future 

generations(Ojha, Sain, & Mishra, 2019:13). Folklore is a 

cultural reflection that illustrates the basic values of life 

for those who want to understand themselves and 

othersbetter(Dundes, 1980:8).Oral literature in the form 

of folklore is a reflection of society. This is because 

literature has a very important role as a result of regional 

culture. The advancement of national culture is certainly 

related to the results of the cultures in the area. Folklore is 

very important to be used as an exemplary form of 

educational values to reduce and prevent students from 

engaging in bad thought patterns and behavior(Agustina, 

Sutama, & Rasna, 2019:37).Through education, students 

not only learn about the culture of the people around them 

but also learn to respect the culture brought by teachers or 

others considered to be able to teach things (Bowman & 

Hamer, 2011:217). 

Based on those explanations, the researcher uses 

folklore from the Tegal as research material to analyze 

the educational value contained in Topeng Endel 

character in the Topeng Tegal folklore. Topeng Tegal 

folklore is one of the traditional folklores in Tegal that is 

currently popular with dance namely Topeng Tegal dance 

(Wuninggar, Sulistyorini, & Efendi, 2013:3). Topeng 

Tegal folklore has cultural noble values that can be use as 

exemplary. That is in line with the results of the previous 

researches on folklore done byD.I Igbal, C.A. Nwajiuba, 

C.E. Nwafor, C. Elom & E.C. Obianika (2019) entitled 

“Using Folklores for Inculcating Values in Adolescents in 

Secondary Schools”. The results explain that folklore can 

be used to instill values into the teenager (Igba, 

Nwajiuba, Nwafor, Elom, & Obianika, 2019). Those 

findings revealed that tale, joke, legend, and drama are 

recommended for parents and teachers to nurture since 

those are able to instill values that are going to equip 

youth to contribute in the society positively. Another 

research done by Marini Kasim & Nor Shafrin Ahmad 

entitled “Ketahanan Diri Akademikdalam Kalangan 

Murid daripadaIbu Bapa Bercerai” also has similar 

finding which is protective factors in the self-defense 

ability of a child plays more important role in siblings 

responding. (Kasim & Ahmad, 2019). This proves the 

ability of an educational value in society to form the 

strength of a child's identity in dealing with something 

that happens. Therefore, in this study the authors take the 

title of the study “Nilai Pendidikan Sosial Dan Budaya 

Pada Tokoh Endel Sebagai Sosok Perempuan Yang Patut 

Diteladani Dalam Cerita Rakyat Topeng Tegal” as a 

form of further research on educational values that are 

important for future generations through a literary work 

that is the product of the culture of the local community. 

 

2. Methodology 

Research Form and Strategy 

The method used in this study is a qualitative research 

method with a qualitative descriptive research form with 

a content analysis strategy. Qualitative methodology as a 

research process that produces descriptive data in the 

form of words written or spoken from people and 

observable behavior(Tailor & Bogdan, 1984:101). 

 

Research Data and Data Sources 

According to Miles & Huberman the data in qualitative 

research consists of primary data and secondary 

data(Huberman & Miles, 2002:73).Primary data is data 

taken directly from data sources through interviews and 

observations of research informants,they are Topeng 

Tegal Maestro (Ms. Suwitri) and Tegal Elder (Mr. Wahyu 

Santoso Prabowo) as well as related offices, artists and 

local communities. Secondary data is data obtained from 

reading sources and various other sources such as 

documents, newspapers, bulletins, scientific magazines, 
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sources from archives, personal documents, and so on. 

The researcher uses secondary data to strengthen the 

findings and complete the information obtained through 

interviews and observations. 

 

Data Collection Technique 

Data collection methods in qualitative research with 

folklore in the form of oral literature as object include 

various types of interviews, group discussions and so on 

(Groeben, 1977:80; Mayring, 1996:25). The technique 

used to collect data in this study is by interview, 

observation and documentation. 

 

Data Validity 

Denzin divides triangulation into four types to validate 

research data including: (1) data triangulation, (2) theory 

triangulation, (3) method triangulation, and (4) researcher 

triangulation (Nicholls, 2009:44). These four 

triangulations are used to test the validity of research data 

and avoid biases against the problems examined in 

qualitative research methods. Therefore, in this study, it 

uses all forms of triangulation to validate research 

components ranging from data, theories, methods to 

researchers. 

 

Data Analysis Techniques 

According to Miles & Huberman data analysis techniques 

include: (1) data collection (searching, recording and 

collecting data through interviews, documentation and 

observations); (2) data reduction (summarizing, sorting 

out the main points and focusing on the things that are 

important); (3) data presentation (organized in such a way 

as to make it easier for researchers to describe the data); 

(4) conclusions and data verification (initial conclusions 

raised by researchers will be supported by data obtained 

by researchers in the field) (Huberman & Miles, 

2002:77). The data analysis technique used in this study 

is in the form of interactive analysis and flow analysis 

because this research is a qualitative study. 

 

3. Findings and Discussion 

This study uses folklore from Tegalthat is Topeng Tegal. 

In the folklore of Topeng Tegal, there is one of the main 

female characters named GaluhEndel. In her daily life, 

this Endel character went through many things that can be 

utilized for joint learning as the results of an ancestral 

culture. In the analysis of the education value contained 

in the Topeng Tegal folklore, it results several 

educational values including the value of social education 

and the value of cultural education. 

 

Social Education Value 

The value of social education aims to stimulate a person's 

sensitivity to events that occur around those associated 

with other individuals, both in thinking and behaving. 

Social values are more educating in terms of directing 

humans to understand whether or not it is important to do 

something and how to respond to the dynamics of life 

problems in the community. In the analysis of the results 

of this study, there are several values of social education 

inherent in Endel as the main character in the Topeng 

Tegal folklore. This is proven by the following quote, 

“… Endeladalahseorangdayangkedaton yang 

cantikjelita, bermuka ceria, gones, lenjehataucentil. 

Hidupnyabenar-benarsudahmenyatudenganmasyarakat 

Tegal dan samasekalitidakmenunjukkanbahwa 

Endelinimerupakanseorangputribangsawan.” (TW.I-1.3) 

“…Endel was a beautiful court lady, cheerful, and 

sassy. Her life was truly integrated with the Tegal 

community and did not indicate at all that Endel was a 

noble's daughter." 

The quote above proves that as a social being, 

GaluhEndelwas able to position herself well. Although 

she was a noble's daughter, in her disguise living among 

ordinary people, she truly united herself with the identity 

of the local community. 

“… 

Endelmenceritakantentangkehidupanseorangperempuan 

yang sedangmencarikeluhuranhidup, 

artinyahidupdalamkehidupan.” (TW.I-3.2) 

“…Endel told about the life of a woman who was 

looking for nobleness of life, meaning of livingher life." 

The quote above intends to explain that as a woman, 

GaluhEndelwas always looking for good things in life 

that were not only for her but also for the people around 

her. The meaning of the phrase "living her life" is being 

able to be of benefit to others and always doing 

something that is beneficial to oneself and others. As the 

Javanese proverb says "uripikuurup" which means life is 

lighting up which means that in human life must be able 

to illuminate and give warmth to oneself and others. 

Some other quotes also prove the existence of social 

education values that should be emulated from a 

GaluhEndel as follows, 

“… Galuh Endeldalamkesehariannyabenar-

benarmenyatudenganmasyarakathinggabanyakhal yang 

telahberhasiliaajarkankepadamasyarakatsetempat. Pada 

saatitunama Galuh 

Endelmemangdikenalhinggakeseluruhpenjurunusantarak

arenatalenta dan pribadinya yang luarbiasa.” (TW.I-4.9) 

“…Galuh Endel in his daily life was truly integrated 

with the community until many things she had 

successfully taught the local community. At that time, the 

name Galuh Endel was well-known to every corner on 

earth because of her extraordinary talents and 

personality.” 

“… Dari berbagaikeahlian yang iamilikitersebut, 

banyak yang iatularkan dan ajarkan pada 

masyarakatdaerahsetempat. mulaidarikesenian, 

musiktradisi, menari, menyinden dan lainnya. 
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TidakhanyasekadarmengajarkanbahkanGaluhEndelikutte

rjunsecaralangsungdalamkegiatanmengamenbersamawar

gakelilingdesauntukmenularkankesenian-

kesenianrakyat.” (Sinopsisparagraf 3) 

“…Of the various skills she had, many of which she 

transmited and taught to the local community ranging 

from art, traditional music, dancing, doing sinden and 

many others. Not merely teaching,GaluhEndel directly 

involved in busking activities with residents around the 

village to transmit folk arts." 

Based on the quote above,it intends to explain that 

GaluhEndel during her stay in SlarangLorTegal village 

had provided many benefits to the community. Starting 

from teaching various things with a lot of expertise she 

had, to participating in other community activities. This 

certainly reflects the human kindness that always shares 

with others in the terms of knowledge, experience and 

time. 

Besides being able to position herself well, providing 

benefits to the surroundings, sharing knowledge and 

experience, Galuh Endel was also a figure who was able 

to teach how to respect older people and those who 

hadmerit to her. Such valuesare certainly important for 

education because ethics in life must continue to be 

preserved and maintained. Below are other quotes, 

“… GaluhEndelsangatberbaurdenganmasyarakat, 

istilahnyasuka„ngrewangi‟ ataumembantu.” (TW.I-4.9) 

“…GaluhEndelwas very mingled with the people, or 

simply like 'ngrewangi' or helping.” 

“… DalampenyamarannyasebagaiGaluhEndel, 

DewiSekartajibanyakmelakukanaktivitassosialbersamam

asyarakat di desa.” (Sinopsisparagraf 2) 

“…In her disguise as GaluhEndel, DewiSekartaji did 

a lot of social activities with the people in the village.” 

“… TidakhanyamembantukegiatanMbok Rondo di 

rumah, tetapi Galuh Endel juga ikutbercocoktanam di 

tegalanmilik Mbok Rondo, ia pun 

tidaksungkanikutberjualanmakanankelilingdesabersama

Mbok Rondo.” (SinopsisParagraf 4) 

“…Not only helping Mbok Rondo activities at home, 

but GaluhEndel also joined farming in the moor owned 

by Mbok Rondo, she did not hesitate to take part in 

selling food around the village with Mbok Rondo.” 

What is shown in the quotes above explain that 

GaluhEndelwas not an arrogant woman, she was able to 

blend with the people, helped the activities of residents in 

the village and helped the daily activities of Mbok Rondo 

who had been accommodating and nurturing GaluhEndel 

during her disguise. 

Cultural Education Values 

The value of cultural education is something that is good 

and is considered valuable by a group of people or ethnic 

groups. The cultural value system is the conceptions born 

and inherent in the minds of most of the people who 

embrace it. Therefore, this research aims to find and 

describe the value of cultural education implied in the 

Topeng Tegal folklore, especially in the character Endel 

as the main female character in the story. 

“… Endelturutsertadalamtradisi di masyarakat yang 

setiapsatutahunsekalidiadakanadanyaupacaraadatsemac

amsedekahdesa dan 

bersihdesasebagaiwujudsyukurkepada sang 

penciptaataskesuburan yang 

telahdiberikansehinggamasyarakatdesadapathidupdariha

silbercocoktanam di tegalan-

tegalansetempat.Masyarakatsetempatmelakukantradisirut

intersebut juga 

sebagaibentukpermohonanperlindunganatassegalabalada

lamkehidupan.” (TW.I-4.8) 

“…Endel participated in the people’s traditions 

which were held once a year for traditional ceremonies 

such as village charity and village cleaning as a form of 

gratitude to the Creator for the fertility given so that 

villagers can live on the results of farming in the local 

fields. Local people carried out these routine traditions 

also as a form of request for protection for all 

reinforcements in life.” 

The quote above proves the existence of GaluhEndel 

who had the same belief and faith as the local 

community. GaluhEndel participated in community 

traditions, which is, of course, for humanity, it is a 

fundamental activity in life. GaluhEndel and the local 

people believed that the activities of being grateful and 

asking for protection through village charity and village 

cleaning were hereditary traditions that must continue to 

be carried out for the preservation of the life of the 

universe. Other quotes also imply a culture of placing a 

privileged position on a woman. The following quote is 

the proof, 

“… Sosokperempuandalamtradisi Islam dan 

JawamerupakanmakhlukciptaanTuhan yang 

diberikananugerahsebagaiperantarakehidupanmelaluiad

anyakelahiran dan simbolkesuburan.” (TW.I-2.8) 

 “…The figure of women in the Islamic and Javanese 

traditions is as a creature created by God who is given the 

gift as an agent for life through birth and fertility 

symbols.” 

Based on the quote above, it shows the belief of the 

local community on why giving privilege for woman is in 

line with the teachings of Islam and Javanese cultures. 

Women are figures that deserve respect because women 

are describedas beginning of human life for birth and 

fertility. 

The results of the analysis in the other quotes also 

explain that Endel is a privileged symbol of a woman's 

honor in the Islamic and Javanese traditions. It is proven 

through following quote, 
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“… Penempatanawal pun juga 

karenaperempuanadalahmakhluk yang mulia, 

layaknyaseorangIbu yang 

dalamperibahasadisebutkanbahwasurgaada di 

bawahtelapak kaki Ibu.Segalanya yang ada pada 

seorangIbupatutkitahormati.” (TW.I-2.8) 

“…The initial placement is also because women are 

noble creatures, like a mother that is said in the proverbs 

says that“heaven is under her feet”. Everything that exists 

in a mother should be respected.” 

As seen in the quote above, it emphasizes the 

existence of a culture of society that is still very strict 

with the belief that a woman who unquestionablyis also a 

mother must be respected because of the belief that 

heaven lies beneath her feet. Mother or woman is a 

special figure who is destined to live the life in the world. 

Based on the results of the study, it is found that life 

values that should be exemplary from the interpretation of 

the results of the analysis of the value of social and 

cultural education in the Topeng Endelcharacter in 

folklore of Topeng Tegal. These values are in the form of 

guidance that teaches life in order to position oneself 

well, provide benefits to others, share knowledge and 

experience, respect, as well as preserve traditions to 

maintain balance and sustainability of life as social beings 

and spiritual beings in the universe. As a woman, 

TopengEndelwas able to provide life learning that applies 

for everyone, not only women. This inarguably becomes 

a generalization of the findings of this study. 

This research is a different research from Handayani, 

Nugroho, Rohidi and Wiyanto's research 

entitled“Elementary School Science Analog Sources 

Derives from Coastal Traditional Art: Topeng Endel 

Dance”(Handayani, Nugroho, & Rohidi, 2019)and Ika 

Ratnaningrum's research entitled “MaknaSimbolis dan 

Peranan Tari Topeng Endel”  (Ratnaningrum, 2011). 

Both researches are about Topeng Tegal, but only studies 

describe the meaning of the Topeng Tegal art as well as 

the meaning and function of the Topeng Tegal dance. 

Therefore, as a form of research that is different from 

previous studies, the author uses the same object of study 

with a different form and analysis, that is describing the 

value of social and cultural education in the character of 

Topeng Endel in theTopeng Tegal folklore. 

Besides having differences with previous research as 

a form of new discovery, this study also has similarities 

with other researches in term of the analysis such as 

research conducted by I Wayan Agustina, I Made 

Sutama& I WayanRasna entitled, “Analysis of Character 

Educational Values in Folklore and The Relevance in The 

Formation of Student‟s Character in Vocational”. 

Research by I Wayan Agustina, I Made Sutama & I 

Wayan Rasna analyzed the value of education in different 

folklores and resulted that from the ten folklores analyzed 

there were values of character-building education. The 

purpose of the study was to describe the values of 

character-building education contained in folklore that is 

used as learning material in schools. The conclusion 

shows the character values consisted in the folklore is 

very relevant life reflection(Agustina et al., 2019). Other 

research by Dewi Pusposari, Djoko Saryono, Wahyudi 

Siswanto & Muakibatul Hasanah, entitled, “Ande-

AndeLumut Folklore as the Builder of Youth 

Character”also analyzed the value of education, 

especially character-building education. The analysis 

illustrated the various characters found in the story of 

Ande-ande Lumut. The results of the research found 

seven values of character-building education that are 

honesty, hardwork, being independent, having high 

curiosity, having a sense of friendship and being 

communicative, as well as loving for peace (Pusposari, 

Saryono, Siswanto, & Hasanah, 2019).Similarities were 

alsofounf in the research doneby Thabisile Makhosazana 

Buthelezi entitled, “Scaffolding the Decision-Making 

Concept through Scenarios in IsiZulu Folk Narratives for 

Life Skills Education”.The findings revealed that 

traditional narratives or Isiahui folklore are used to 

simplify life skills concepts such as decision-making, 

which may be difficult for young people to understand 

and apply. The study was using the theory of Naturalistic 

Decision-making (NDM) which is wrapped with the 

model Recognition-Primed Decision (RPD)(Buthelezi, 

2018).Moreover, research done to Jyotirmayee Ojha, 

Mangal Sain & Deepanjali Mishra entitled“Importance of 

Women Folklore in Education: an Analysis with 

Reference from Past to Present”studying an overview of 

the concept of folklore and its impact on education. 

Simultaneously, the study analyzed women's folklore 

through in-depth analysis of the portrayal of the 

characters of some famous women in Indian folklore 

from the past to the present(Ojha et al., 2019). 

 

4. Conclusion 

This study focuses on the analysis of the value of 

social education and the value of cultural education in 

TopengEndelcharacter in the Topeng Tegal folklore. The 

educational values implied and attached to the character 

of GaluhEndel (Topeng Endel) should be emulated as a 

form of self-motivation to become a better human being. 

In other studies, stories in life are also able to provide 

motivation to the readers to improve their abilities. 

Research conducted by Yatela Zainal Abidin, Rosna 

Awang Hashim & HasnizsaNordin entitled “The Life 

Story of a Resilient Underprivileged Youth: Motivation to 

Learn Soft Skills” found that positive development in 

young people is supported by three ecological factors that 

are religiosity, spirituality and parental discipline (Zainal-

Abidin, Awang-Hashim, & Nordin, 2018). This proves 

that the development of education in a person is 

influenced by the surrounding and the values taught. 

Thus, in this study, a story or folklore was found to have 

an educational message that can be emulated and taught 

to others. 
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The value of social and cultural education that is 

implied and attached to the character of TopengEndel in 

the folklore of Topeng Tegal is able to position oneself 

well, provide benefits to others, share knowledge and 

experience, respect others and preserve traditions to 

maintain balance and sustainability as social beings and 

spiritual beings in the universe. These values need to be 

taught to future generations, especially to students as the 

basic formation of self-attitude as a social being in the 

community. Values that can be emulated from the 

Topeng Endel character in theTopeng Tegal folklore are 

expected to be able to become learning material for 

teachers and further research material for other 

researchers as well as reading material that is beneficial 

to a reader. 
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